How to get to Campus (University of Calabria – Department of Economics, Statistics and Finance) & Hotel Accommodations

**By Car**

**A3 - Motorway Salerno-Reggio Calabria – Rende-Cosenza Nord exit**

To reach the campus: Take the motorway A3 - Salerno-Reggio Calabria, exit at Rende-Cosenza Nord, then turn left and follow signposts for University of Calabria. To reach the hotels: Take the motorway A3 - Salerno-Reggio Calabria, exit at Rende-Cosenza Nord; to reach the Ariha hotel turn right on Marconi street and straight ahead for 400 meters: your destination is on your right. See the map below.

**By Plane**

The nearest Airport is Lamezia Terme (SUF) Airport (73 Km from University). Daily connections exist from Milan (Linate) and Rome (Fiumicino) to Lamezia Terme. To reach the University from the Airport one can take the "Navetta al Volo" shuttle or the “Navetta in Viaggio”. They provide a door-to-door service. They can take you directly to the Residential Center or to the University Bus Station, or to the Hotel. Fare is about 30 euros. Discounted fares are reserved to groups or young people. They require advanced booking (see the respective web sites). Booking must be made at least one day in advance. For Alitalia flights information please visit the following Web Site: [www.alitalia.com](http://www.alitalia.com). Link to Lamezia Terme International Airport [www.sacal.it](http://www.sacal.it)

**By Train**

The nearest station is Castiglione Cosentino Rail Station (4 Km from University), for timetable and tickets information visit: [www.trenitalia.com](http://www.trenitalia.com)

If you are travelling by “Intercity” or “Freccia” trains, you must stop at the Paola Station and then you have to take another (local) train to Castiglione Cosentino Station or to book the “Navetta in Viaggio” shuttle.

If you are travelling by other trains, make sure that they arrive directly to the Castiglione Cosentino Station, without the need of changing train in Paola; otherwise, stop at the Paola Station and then you have to take another train to Castiglione Cosentino Station or to book the “Navetta in Viaggio” shuttle. For Italian trains schedule please visit the following Web Site: [www.trenitalia.com](http://www.trenitalia.com)

**N.B.** From the Castiglione Cosentino Station the hotel (Ariha Hotel) can be easily reached by walking (see the map below) or by bus (Consorzio autolinee U1, U4, U7, U10). One bus-stop is just in front of the Castiglione Cosentino Station, on your left; another one is in front of the hotel (see the map below). Otherwise, by taxi: phone to: mr. Aurelio Costabile 360-759040 or mr. Massimo Chiappetta 339-1719945; we suggest to book the taxi in advance.
To get to the Campus

The campus is 500 meters far from the Castiglione Cosentino Station and about 400 meters far from the hotel. Please take the bus: Consorzio autolinee U1, U4, U7, U10; the nearest bus-stop closer to the Castiglione Cosentino Station and that closer to your hotel are showed in the map.
Accommodation will be at Ariha Hotel in Rende (CS) ([www.arihahotel.com/](http://www.arihahotel.com/)) in single rooms. Your check-in is expected for July 10th; your check-out for 15th. (The school covers the costs of the accommodations from five nights). If you are planning to arrive later or to leave before, please let us know. When you arrive at the hotel, please take note that you will have to show your identity card or passport because of Italian law.